CS 1120: Media Computation Spring 2017
Lab 10: Strings, lists and �les
Description
In today's lab, you will work with strings and lists in the context of reading and writing csv files. CSV stands
for commaseparated values; a csv file is a plain text file which contains data in csv format: rows separated
by newline characters, with each row containing values separated by commas.
A csv file can be viewed and edited in any spreadsheet application (like Microsoft Excel, LibreOffice Calc,
or Google Sheets). However, since it is nothing but text, it can be also viewed and edited in any text editor.
Most importantly, it can be accessed programmatically: we can write a program to create, read, or modify
such files  which is what you will do tin today's lab.
Download 2 files: lab10cities.csv and lab10states.csv. Open these files in a text editor of your choice, and
in a spreadsheet program (e.g., Excel). As you will see, a spreadsheet program makes it easy to view the
data; however, you should remember that this is just a visual representation of the data; and that data is
nothing but rows of commaseparated values  i.e., what you see in your text editor.
We will refer to the data in your files as data sets (i.e., a set of data). Today you'll write 2 functions that will
query the lab01cities data set. You will also write a function that will create a new csv file, which will
contain a modified version of the lab10states data set.

Task 1
Write a function, findCityPopulation(city, state) that returns the population of the passed city. So your
task is to query the lab10cities data set to find a city's population.
As a reminder, here's how you read in the contents of a file:

As a result, the variable lines contains a list of lines from your csv file. Don't forget to close the file as soon
as you have read in its contents into a variable.
Now we can iterate over the lines, splitting each line and using index notation to access the value we need:

Pay attention that we convert the value and the passed argument to lowercase:this makes our function a
little more flexible: we may not know or care how the city is recorded in the data set (lowercase or. title
case or. uppercase, etc.).
Returning 1 if the value was not found is good practice: our code will expect an integer, and 1 will signal
an error, which we can then handle (display an error message, ask for input again, etc.)
Test your function on several names. Pay attention to how cities are listed in the data set (e.g., "Waterloo"
is "Waterloo city").

Task 2
Write a function, findLargestCityInState(state) that prints the name and population of the city with the
largest population in a state. For example:

So your task is to query the lab10cities data set to find the city with the largest population in a given state.
In this case, you will need to keep track of two variables, which you initialize before you start your iteration:

Use the last column for the population value: POPESTIMATE2013. Also, you will need to add one more
test: the data set contains records for counties  we don't need those. So check that the name of the "city"
does not contain the word "county" (otherwise your largest "city" in Iowa will be Polk county.

Remember: we are dealing with text  so the data we have read in from the file is strings. Therefore, before
we can do any arithmetic operations on values that appear to be numbers, we should convert them to the
appropriate data type  hence, we use int(cells[14]).
To find the largest population, use the same approach we used to find the largest sample value. However,
you cannot use the max() function because you need to check explicitly if the value at the current step is
greater than the running maximum, and if so  update the city name too!

Task 3
Write a function, updateStateFile()

In this function, you will create a new csv file that will contain a modified version of the lab10states data
set. YOu will add the following columns to the data set:
LARGEST_CITY: the name of the city with the largest population in the state
LARGEST_CITY_POPULATION: the population of that city
STATE_PERCENTAGE: the percentage of the state population in the country's total population
CITY_PERCENTAGE: the percentage of the city population in the country's total population
For example, according to our data, the population of the state of New York is 15,411,151. The largest city
is "New York city" (casing as per data set) with a population of 8,405,837. The state's population accounts
for which accounts for 6.23% of the total population, whereas the population of the city accounts for 2.66%
of the total population (percentages are rounded to two decimal places).
Implementation. Here's our algorithm:
1. create an empty list (list A) to hold the new data set
2. calculate the total population and store it in a variable. It's best to write a helper function for this, so you
can call it from your main function (see implementation tips below)

2.1. We multiply the result by 1.0 to convert the data type to a float: we will be using this to calculate
percentages, so we don't need integer division.
3. read in the current dataset into a list (list B)
4. iterate over the data (list B):
4.1. remove the newline character from the current line:

4.2. split the line into a list (just like you did in the previous functions)

4.3. check if we are at the header row; if so  append the new column titles:

4.4. for all other rows:

4.4.1. Get the values you will need:

4.4.2. Inform the user what row you are processing:

4.4.3. Modify the function that finds the largest city. Our previous version printed a string 
which is not very useful in this scenario. Let's make it into a more useful "building block": remove the
print statement and instead add a return statement that returns a list the has 2 values: the city name
and its population: (note the square brackets)

4.4.4. Now use the modified function to get the data we need:

4.4.5. Calculate the percentages:

4.4.6. And append the new values, converting the integers and floats back to strings (we'll
need them to be strings when we call the join() method)::

4.5. Append your current list of cells to the new data list (list A):

5. After the iteration, write the new data to a new file:

Run your function! It should create a new file which you can then open in a Excel  it will be the same the
same data set as in lab10states, with 4 additional columns. You've just created a spreadsheet with new
useful data  congratulations! Here's what the new columns of your modified data set may look like:

How to calculate the total population
A helper function will open the same file, create an accumulator variable, iterate over the data, adding the
value of column POPESTIMATE2013 (sixth column) to the accumulator, and finally return the
accumulator's value. Remember to check if you are not at the heading row; also remember to convert the
value of the cell to an integer:

Submit your work
And you're done! Submit your lab10.py file to eLearning.

